I. Identify and state the historical significance of the following:

1. George Washington
2. William Howe
3. Nathanael Greene
4. Benedict Arnold
5. John Burgoyne
6. Charles Cornwallis
7. Thomas Paine
8. Barry St. Leger
9. George Rogers Clark
10. Richard Henry Lee
11. Horatio Gates
12. John Paul Jones
13. Thomas Jefferson
14. Marquis de Lafayette
15. Admiral de Grasse
16. Patrick Henry
17. Comte de Rochambeau
18. John Jay

II. Define and state the historical significance of the following:

19. mercenaries
20. natural rights
21. privateering

III. Describe and state the historical significance of the following:

22. Second Continental Congress
23. Common Sense
24. Declaration of Independence
25. Loyalists/Tories
26. Patriots/Whigs
27. Treaty of Paris of 1783